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Teaching broad aspects of statistical methods with the empIxasis on 
computational statistics is important, but it is not che main r;od of 
statistical educarion, The main goal of statistical educarion is to  reach 
statistical methods in accordance with the principle problem of sratistics. 

The principle problem of ail science is  to trace laws and regularities 
uf our lives on  the b s i s  of a sample. Statistics, as a universal 
merhodological sdence, participates in rile solurion of this problem by 
analysing a sample with the help of quanticaoive methods. Everybody 
knows that a statistical analysis is only as as the data on which it is 
based. Therefore, the analysis of the qudity of data [sample) is a principle 
problem of statistical science. 'Po enable students co resofve this problem, 
statistical education must concentrate irs atteritfon un tlie critical analysis 
of chr unwarranted (untesred) assumptions fi.e. homogeneity, represenmti- 
veness, and rai~domjless) of conventional statistics. 

There is a n  ethical aspect associated with these u l~war~anted  
assumprians in the contexc of scaristical education. Students have rhc right 
to know when and whic1.i assurnpcions are unwarranted in statistical 
research. The rregtecc of such issaies provides a major source of the 
statistical abases perperraced t,y rescaicfzers atid cducatiunisrs. 

Every scieirce is built upun a few axioms, or general truths. They car~iiut 
Lc: logically proved, but we accept them as obviously true ro  aczuat facr. 

Conventional statistics is not a science since it is not built upon 
axiotns. It is based on the following three principal ~tr~warrantcd 
assumptions; homogeneity, represenrativei~ess, and randormless. 

'f'he first unwarranted assunivrion is that a samnle is homaactlcous. 
-7 

'This means that we deaf with good data, which is very inlpartarli sirtcre our 
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decisions are only as good as the data on which they are based. 
Unfortunately, statisticians do not always know what good data mean, and 
how that 'goodness' may be tested. 

The second unwarranted assumption is that a sample Is representative 
of the population with respect to their standard deviations. This means 
that the dispersion of the homogeneous sample is approximatefy equal to 
the dispersion of the population. This assumption is not, and canizot be, 
tested because, according to conventional starisrics, a popillation is not 
known a priori. 

The third assumption is that the expected deviations from the tirlear 
stochastic regression model (population) are a random variable comprised 
of unobserved residuals, This randomness assumption is atreinpred on a 
priori grounds bemuse there is no Formal. test hr unobserved residuals. The 
examination of the observed residuals does not necessarily help in testing 
the r~nciomness assumption for the following two reasons. Firstly, the 
observed residuals may be aEfected by mis-specification of the model, 
Secondly, the test for normality of the observed residuals is not a rest For 
anafysing rlze shape of the observed distribution. It is a test which is used 
ro detect whether or not the residuals come from the normal population. 

To test rhe above unwarranted assumptions, scatistics must be built 
upon h u r  axioms fShvyrkov,l992, 1993). 

The purpose of this paper is to build a statisrical science; on the basis of 
axioms in order to rest the unwarranted assumptions of conventionat 
statistics. 

3. The principal probfem of statistics 

The concept of rhe quality o f  a sample in statistical terms is related to 
rtle concept of the sample's representativeness with respect to a 
homogeneous population. How do statisticians cope wicii the homogeneity 
problem? How do they define the ho~~rogeneity of the data set? The 
philosophy of convenrional statistics is based on the assumption that the 
hornogez~eit~ problem is not a statisticai problem, and thar "rhe 
hornogeneiry of the material studied cannot be ascertained in principle" 
(Sachs, 1982, p. 83). Therefore, in statistics, the problem of the homo- 
geiteiiy of the data set is treated as only a subject matter problem. 

In fact, it is difficult to overestimate the importance of the iromo- 
geneicy problem. Statisricians of many diEercrent schoots are aware of i t  
For example, Chuprov (1353) in 1310 wrote, "the move from relative 
frequencies to mathematicaf probabifities cctn be carried out only on the 
basis of a homogeneous data set", Boldrini ( f  972, p. 162) also underlines 
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the importance of homogeneiv in sratistics. He wrote, "... an experiment- 
at probabiiity is an induction; ir  is based on honlogeneow Edctual data ... ", 

Referring ro the quality of sraristicai informarion, Fisher (see Fisher, 
1959) wrote, '"The statistician is no longer ail alchemist expected to 
produce gold from any worthiess nzarerial offered him". The potenrial 
consequence of employing nun-homogeneous data is the carnplctc 
invalidation of statistical inferences baed on them. Therefore, this author 
entirely agrees wirh Pearson and Hartley (1354, p. 83) chat "it is the 
function of statistical nlethods to eniphasise thgr precise conclusions 
cannot be drawn from inadequate data", 

Unfortunately, statisticians do not have stacistical inetilads for testing 
the data set homogeneity, and consequently they are in the position of 
having to produce gdd  from statistical data of unknown quality. The 
bottom line must be: our statistical inferences are oilly as good as the data 
an which they arc based. 

The solution of the homogeneity problem lies in probability dleory. 
The theory af probability is the Foundation of statistics, it traces efkct 
from cause by empioying the hon~ogzneity principle, Regarding this 
principle, Khinchin ( f  361) wrote: "The homogeneity principle in prob- 
abiliry theory is a fundamental and unique docrrilze en~pfoyed for 
theoretical predictions of probabilistic events in specific cases". 

The homogeneity principle in probability theory is associated with the 
norioix of the homogeneous popufatian. The poputation is considered to be 
homogeneous if its events have q u a i  chiir~ces of occurring. Hence, the main 
characteristics of the homogeneous population is the constant success 
probability of its elements. 

Probability theory employs the deductive method of rhiiiking, going 
from cause to effect, i.e. from a homogeneous populatioil ro samples. 
However, these samples may be representative or non-represenrativetaie of the 
homogeneous popuiarion. The move from effect to cause is possible only 
if the sampie is representative of the homogeneous popitlation. This move 
is built upon irldtlctive reasoning, forn~nlared it] terms of probability 
theory. The first requirement of inductive reasoning is rhar rhe popularion 
is homogeneous. The second requirtmenr is that the san~ple is 
representative. 

lnducrive reasoning is the essence of the New Quaiiry l'tziiosophy in 
statistics (NQP). Ttte NQP studies inward manifcsrarior~s of homo- 
geneous mass phenomena. Ir considels statisrics ro be a science arid defines 
i r  as follows: statistics is a itniversal methodological science which 
qwntifies rile cattse-effect refationship. 'Phis quanriFtcatio~l is valid onty 
when rhe sarnple is representative of the homogeneous population. 
According to this definition, statistical research tnust consists of two 
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stages: firstly the evaluation of the sample quality, and secondiy, the 
construction of rhe staristical model. 

4. Axioms of the New Quality Philosophy of statistics (NQP) 

The New Quality Philosophy of scacistics (NQP) is built upon four 
axioms which are formulated in rerrns of' prabability theory. 

The First Axiom 
The homogeneous population is known a prior; as a homogeneous 

invisible (HIP), It consisa af two groups of homogeneous 
invisible causes, successfut IS) and unsuccessful fU). The successful causes 
exert a positive influence an  the event. The unsuccesstul causes exert a 
negative influence on the event. These two groups of invisible causes arc 
homogeneous if ovo conditions are met. Firstly, each cause must have an 
equal chance of occurring. Secondty, each group ~ J F  causes bas its own 
constant influence on the effect. 

Thus, the first axiom is chat the HIP is a Ber~roulli probability 
distribution in terms of homogeneous invisible causes: successfuul and 
unsuccessful. 

The Second Rriom 
The success probability (P) of the HIP is the proporrion of the number 

ofsuaessfuirt causes in rhe r o d  number of all causes. Ir is considered to be 
an explanatory kctor. Under the influence of this factor, the average effect 
is The visible average effect is a mean of the statistical 
population which has to be representative of the HIP. 

Thus, the second axiom is as foIlows: the mean of the HIP is equal to 
the mean of the represenrative statistical poputation. 

The Third Axiom 
The average effect, generated tinder the influence of the homogeneous 

invisible causes (HIC), is psesented by the mean of the representative 
statistical population. The individual effect, generated under the influei~cc 
of the HIC, is prewnted by a sratistical datum, The statistical datum is 
less than the mean under rhe influence of unsuccessftif causes. It is greater 
&an rhe mean under the insuence of successful causes, and it is equal to the 
mean under the influence of both causes, unsuccessful and successful. Thus, 
combinations bemeen the HlCs determine the size of a statisticaj datum 
with respect to the mean of the scatisticat popuiation when it is 
representative of the HIP. These combinations ate the fbllowing: 
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Therefore, tl sratisticaf darurn can be coilsidered as a combined event 
or as an indivisible sample with the corresponding probabiiity. 
Probabilities OF combined events can be computed as soon as che success 
probability of the HIP is  known. This means that each datum has an 
individual probability or, accordi~lg co Markov's certninology, "a single 
case" is associated with its probability (Markov, 13 1 1). 

Thus, the third axiom is that a statistical datum is a combined evenr, 
or an indivisible sample, ariginared under the influence oFthe HIC. 

Thr Fourth Axiom 
The HIP is characcerised by the variable, consisting of two types of 

hoinogeneo\ts invisibte causes, and by the success grobabilicy (P). The sct 
of homogeneous invisible samples (HIS), drawn from the HIP, is 
characterised by the variable, consisting of combinaticrns berween the 
HIC, and by probabilities of this variable. 

The size of cornbinations between the WIC must be equal to two in 
order to meet requirements of the principle of minimum and the principle 
of represenrativmcss. The requiremenr of the principle of minilaurn is met 
when the size of the MIS is equal to the number of causes uf the HIP, that 
is, rwo. The requirement of the principle of representativeness with respect 
co thc HIP is tner when the number of representative cornbinarions herween 
the HIC is equal to 50% or more. 

For example, we expect the following combinations berween the HlCs 
when homogei~eous ievisible samples are drawn from the HIP: 

These conlbinations are combined evenrs (CE] or the HIS* The set nf 
the CE consists of two non-representative cotnbined evenrs (NCE) 

and two representarive combined events (RCE) 
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Let us dcsigaate the NCE by O and the RCE by 1. Then our set of the 
CE in terms of rhe theoretical values of representarivefiess (TVR) can be 
written as foffows: 

This set of TVR (STVR) i s  considered to be a representative set of 
the CE (RSCE) with respect to the HIP because it contains 40% of the 
RCE. 

Our STVR is a variable of the representative set of combined events. 
Probabilities of this variabie are cornpured with the help of the 
multipfication formula for independent events (cattses) when the stxccess 
probability of the HIP is known. This probabiliry disrributiori of the 
TVP is representative of the HIP because two conditions are met: 

I. The variable of the CE is a representative set of rhe HIS. 

2 The success probability of the CE is constant. Jt is used tbr computing 
probabilities of the variable of the CE. This ineans that the probability 
distribution of the CE i s  generate under the it~fluence of the 
explanatory factor, which is a success probability of the HIP. 

Since each statistical datum is a combined event, the fourth axiom can 
be formulated as foilows: the dam set is good if it  is a representative set 
of the combined events generated by the HIC. 
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